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Abstract: French missionary Dallet (1874) wrote in his book that Korean language and Korean race is different from Chinese language and Chinese race. This time, the present researcher tried to translate ten Persian words into Korean words. The present researcher compared several Persian words, and the researcher tried to translate into Korean words. The researcher used a Dictionary of Persian/French and French/Persian (Bau, 2008). The title of this work is ‘Are they similar or are they same origin, Persian language and Korean language? (0075-0084)’. From the result, it is known that some Persian words are very similar to Korean words while other Persian words are similar to Korean words. It is possible to think that they come from the same origin.

Keywords: This time, the present researcher tried to translate ten Persian words into Korean words. The researcher used a Dictionary of Persian/French and French/Persian (Bau, 2008). The title of this work is ‘Are they similar or are they same origin, Persian language and Korean language? (0075-0084)’. From the result, it is known that some Persian words are very similar to Korean words while other Persian words are similar to Korean words. It is possible to think that the two languages – Persian language and Korean language- come from the same origin.

INTRODUCTION

French missionary Dallet (1874) wrote in his book that Korean language and Korean race is different from Chinese language and Chinese race. Several researchers studied the relation between Persian language and Korean language (Park et al., 2019; Kim and Park, 2022). This time, the present researcher tried to translate ten Persian words into Korean words.

METHODS AND MATERIALS

The present researcher compared several Persian words, and the researcher tried to translate into Korean words. The researcher used a Dictionary of Persian/French and French/Persian (Bau, 2008).

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The title of this work is ‘Are they similar or are they same origin, Persian language and Korean language? (0075-0084)’. The result obtained from the research is as follows.
From the result, it is known that some Persian words are very similar to Korean words while other Persian words are similar to Korean words. It is possible to think that the two languages – Persian language and Korean language - come from the same origin.
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